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Abstract
One morning, we were waiting for our college bus. The Wipro industry bus
was slowly passing nearby us looking for its employees. At the last moment,
when the driver increased speed, one person stepped down from the auto
rickshaw and shouted “stop the bus, stop the bus”. Voluntarily, whoever was
present started shouting “stop, stop the bus”. The sound finally reached the
bus driver who stopped the bus, and the employee could catch it in time.
This analog from everyday realistic life simply depicts the spirit of cooperative wireless communication which utilizes the information overheard by
neighbouring nodes to offer reliable communication between sender and receiver. Future converged wireless networks are expected to provide high data
rate services with extension in coverage area. Also, the next generation networks should possess bandwidth efficiency, less power consumption ability
with small sized mobile equipment. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
system is the best technique for the provision of communication diversity
wherein multiple antennas are installed at the sender and receiver. In today’s
miniaturizing electronics era, the hardware implementation of MIMO in the
mobile equipment is not feasible due to resource constraints. Cooperative
wireless communication (CWC) is the upcoming virtual MIMO technique
to combat fading and achieve diversity through user cooperation. Physical
layer security (PLS) is the imminent security guarantee for the cooperative
communication.
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1 Introduction
Currently, wireless communication and mobile computing are the buzz words
for the telecom industry. For multimedia applications, the user needs higher
data rates at which data transactions can take place efficiently. Gigabit wireless communication is the dream which is being chased by scientists and
researchers. Capacity provided by single antenna systems is bounded by the
Shannon limit. Diversity gains like capacity and high data rates are possible
with the MIMO systems [1]. Diversity is nothing but a mechanism for reliability improvement in the transmitted message signal which makes use of two
or more communication channels of different characteristics.
However today’s booming wireless techniques, such as adhoc networks,
wireless sensor networks and cognitive radio networks, make use of resource
constrained miniature devices. The hardware implementation of the MIMO
system poses problem due to size, weight and cost [2]. MIMO is the only
key solution to bring spectrally efficient Gigabyte wireless communication in
reality. Cooperative communication creates the scenario of virtual MIMO by
utilizing the group communicating nodes antennas. Cooperation among the
network node entities ensures the regulation of the network traffic whereas the
traditional multi-hop networks generate contention in the traffic as depicted
in Figure 1.
The cooperative broadcasting is prone to eavesdropping attacks due to its
multi-node wireless connectivity. Nowadays everybody wishes to use their
wireless equipment to make wireless security sensitive transactions like online banking, stock trading and shopping. In such cases, the protection of
personal and business data is very much important. When a receiver receives a message, it may be concerned about who is the real sender and
whether the content of the message has been changed illegally by somebody
in the transmission. Message secrecy problem become the important aspect
of information security in modern times.
Security of private key cryptosystems depends on secrecy of the secret
key. In case of public key systems, it is infeasible to extract private key from
the public key. Breaking of a public key is a complex and timely task. Much
work is in progress in the direction of enhancement of energy efficiency. But
certain issues such as Trusted, Authenticated and Reliable connectivity in
multi-node cooperative communication networks in consultation with energy
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Figure 1 Cooperative broadcasting vs. traditional network flooding.

efficiency are the real forthcoming challenges. The energy savings in CWC
are the result of cross-layer interactive cooperative communication. Routing
functions are partially executed in the physical layer.
The traditional cryptographic algorithms namely, AES, DES, and
NTRUE etc. include complex mathematical calculations. Since next generation networks like CRNs and WSNs are making use of resource constrained
miniature network nodes, these traditional higher layered cryptographic solutions are not feasible for them. Physical layer security employing information
theoretic source and channel coding techniques has potential to provide
energy efficient security solutions for these networks.
This paper puts forward a physical layer security mechanism for the cooperative networks. In Section 2, related work in the fields of cooperative
communication and physical layer security are described. Section 3 depicts
the proposed secure cooperative scheme and the different techniques therein.
Finally, Section 4 concludes the work.

2 Cooperative Wireless Communication (CWC)
The origin of cooperative communication concept dates back to the research
work of Van der Meulen [3] and Cover and Gamal [4], where the concept
of relay channel was introduced in between the traditional source-receiver
communication. Three node network was considered for the analysis which
consists of source, relay and destination. Total system under consideration
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Figure 2 Illustration of direct transmission, cooperative relaying and selective relaying.

has a single bandwidth with broadcasting at the source node and multiple
access at the receiver. Cooperation of mobile users with spatial diversity was
studied in [5] wherein the network entities transmit their cooperative partner’s data with their own data during different time slots. The network node
functions as a source for the transmission of their own data and act as a relay
for transmission of other nodes’ data.
Misha Dohler et al. [6] have appropriately explained cooperation mechanism, wireless relay channel and their modelling, transparent relaying
techniques, regenerative relaying techniques and hardware issues in the
design of cooperative transceivers for different application scenarios like
3G UMTS Voice/HSDPA Relay and LTE/WiMAX Relay systems. They have
also demonstrated some of the real implementations of cooperative diversity
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mechanisms. Some of the basic advantages of the cooperative relay techniques are depicted in Figure 2 like channel capacity and coverage range
improvements.
Cooperative diversity in terms of distributed antenna system was first
analyzed in the research work of Saleh et al. [7]. Here two or more information sources form a cooperative group and transmit common information
to a single sink. The distributed antenna system was evolved initially for
the cellular communication system. With spatial diversity, the advantages
of the distributed antenna system are signal strength and channel capacity
improvement. For making the transition from a traditional cellular system to
a cooperative cellular network, Tao et al. [8] put forth new techniques such
as distributed antenna system, multi-cell coordination, group cell mechanism
including multiple point transmission and reception (CoMP). These are the
stepping stones towards bringing 3GPP LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) into reality.
Research work in [9] has shown that with the coverage range enhancement and improvement in the channel capacity, the cooperative relaying can
expressively increase the spectrum efficiency and overall performance of the
system. Two intra-cell coordinated multipoint schemes for LTE-Advanced
are taken into consideration and it is shown that the network capacity can
be considerably improved with the cooperation. Since the transmissions in
the cooperative communication are from the nodes at different locations,
they may not be time or frequency synchronized. And it becomes difficult
to achieve full diversity for the collocated MIMO systems. The work in [10]
revisits the techniques for combating the time and frequency asynchronism
in one-way as well as two-way cooperative communicating networks.
Reliable communication with reduced energy consumption is the hot issue in the resource constrained networks like WSN and CRN. Cross layer
cooperation is the best suited solution for achievement of energy efficiency
and reliability in wireless communication. In [11], distributed cross layer
technique is proposed which makes use of opportunistic relaying mechanism to achieve quality of service (QoS) in the cooperative communications.
Energy savings and low bit error rates can be achieved with the help of cross
layer cooperation as shown in Figure 3. Some parts of the routing functions
are executed at the physical layer. The diversity provided by the MIMO
space time codes can help in the performance improvement at the MAC
and upper layers [12]. Liu et al. [13] proposed a new CoopMAC protocol
for IEEE 802.11 networks which has inbuilt receiver combining capability.
Due to this, the physical layer system cooperates with higher layers in the
protocol stack and gets benefits in terms of improvements in the system
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Figure 3 Cross layered cooperative communication [12].

robustness, throughput, delay and interference reduction with the coverage
range extension.
The research work of Chen et al. [14] puts forth a new distributed
weighted cooperative routing algorithm in which relay selection is based on
the weights of the relays. The metrics used for the decision of relay weights
are residual energy and channel state information (CSI) at each source-relayreceiver link. Here, the authors have made use of Destination Sequenced
Distance Vector (DSDV) routing protocol with consideration of the difficulties due to time synchronization and data packet reduplication. To achieve
energy efficient long range communication, cooperative beamforming is the
ultimate solution. In the work of Dong et al. [15], a cross layer framework
for cooperative communication is proposed which brings the concept of cooperative beamformimg. Here, the cooperative beamforming mechanism is
applied for the analysis of the spectrum efficiency of the cooperative communication system. For the study of delay characteristics of the source messages,
queuing theory is used.
Independent paths in between source and sink are generated by introducing relay channel in between them in the cooperative communication
paradigm. Based on how the signal received form the source is processed at
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Figure 4 Cooperative relaying techniques.

relay, there are different cooperative communication protocols. Main classes
include fixed and adaptive relaying mechanisms as depicted in Figure 4. In
case of fixed relaying, the channel resources are distributed in between source
and relay in deterministic way. All four techniques under the fixed relaying
category work in the predefined deterministic or fixed manner [16]. Adaptive
relaying technique containing selective and incremental relaying mechanisms
has inbuilt flexibility in the sense that during the adverse conditions like
severe channel fading or low SNR conditions, the relay can idle itself.
For optimum diversity gains, proper relay selection plays a vital role
in the cooperative communication. The research work of Abdulhadi et al.
[17] presents a survey of the distributed relay selection schemes for adhoc
cooperative wireless networks. These relay selection schemes include opportunistic relaying, power aware relay selection, switched and examine node
selection, opportunistic relaying with limited feedback, simple relay selection, geographical information based relay selection, threshold based relay
selection for detect-and-forward, opportunistic AF relaying with feedback,
incremental transmission relay selection, outage optimal relay selection, energy efficient relay selection, random priority based relay selection, receive
SNR priority list based relay selection, fixed priority transmission protocol,
generalized selection combining multiple relay selection scheme and output
threshold multiple relay selection. Different performance metrics like objectives, mechanisms, performance, advantages and drawbacks of each of them
are illustrated in the tabular way.
Ever-increasing traffic in the vehicular communication systems with
safety and spectrum efficiency are the major current issues related to cooperative vehicular communication systems. In [18], the authors have analyzed
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congestion control and awareness control issues for the cooperative vehicular
networks. These critical issues are heavily dependent on the frequency band
allocation, medium access control technique being adopted and the availability of the wireless communication technology for particular vehicular
communication system. These issues are needed to be researched again.
For the participation in cooperative communication, the network node
entities does not get any incentives for their cooperation. Game theoretic
cooperation approaches promise to provide proper incentives for the nodes
cooperating to relay the information from sender to receiver [19]. Mainly,
three types of behaviours are observed in the wireless networks like
1. No Help (Egoistic Behaviour): If the network node has its own data to
transmit, then it sends that data independently without any other node’s
help. If this node does not have its own data for transmission, it remains
idle instead of helping other nodes in their data transmissions.
2. Unidirectional Help (Supportive Behaviour): The network node acts
only as a supporting relay for the source by helping it to transmit its
data towards receiver. No any potential gain is there for such kind of
supportive behaviour and that’s why it is called as unidirectional help.
3. Mutual Help (Cooperative Behaviour): The network nodes mutually
help each other in transmitting their own data as well as their neighbour’s
data to the intended recipients. The node acts both as source and relay
[6].
There should be incentives for the cooperative behaviour and some punishments in terms of costs for the selfish behaviour or no help conditions.
Game theory provides the modelling, analysis and solution for the cooperative and non-cooperative behaviours. Three primary techniques are designed
for making the provision of cooperation incentives viz. reputation based,
resource-exchange-based and pricing based techniques [19].

3 Physical Layer Security (PLS)
The importance of protecting the secrecy of sensitive messages has been realized by people since ancient times. By making use of strong techniques, the
storage and transmission of information become cheap and simple in modern
times. A huge amount of information is transformed in a way that almost
anyone may access it. A lot of new problems related to cryptology appear.
For example, an adversary might not only have the means to read transmitted
messages, but could actually change them, or the enemy could produce and
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Figure 5 Classification of security mechanisms.

send a false message to the receiver and hope that this would initiate some
action. The transactions with the help of wireless networks such as credit
card transactions or banking related data exchange communications are prone
to the malicious behaviour due to the open nature of wireless medium. Adversaries can easily get access to the wireless transactions and can modify the
data therein [20].
Traditional cryptographic techniques include symmetric (private) and
asymmetric (public) key systems which are further classified into different
mechanisms such as DES, AES, RSA, Diffie–Hellman, etc., as shown in Figure 5. The main problem associated with these cryptographic techniques is
that they include complex mathematical calculations which consume considerable part of the resources which are very much crucial for wireless sensor
nodes or the consumer radio nodes of the cognitive radio networks.
For establishment of a communication link in between sender and receiver, traditional cryptographic encryption block making use of public and
private keys is required at the transmitting end while at the receiving end,
channel decoding and decryption blocks are separately used. With the help
of information theoretic security, encryption and channel coding blocks are
combined in a single secure encoding block as depicted in Figure 6. Also,
at the receiving side, channel decoding and decryption blocks are combined
to form decoding block. This greatly reduces resource consumption because
of relief from the key management functionality which is most costly affair.
With the basic wiretap channel, and variants of it like Gaussian, MIMP, compound wiretap, feedback wiretap and wiretap channel with side information
are considered for the detail analysis in their work. They have further extended their work from basic wiretap channel to broadcast channels, multiple
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Figure 6 Information theoretic security combines security and reliability functions in a single
block.

Figure 7 Security enhancement techniques based on information theoretic mechanisms.

access channels, interference channels, relay channels and two-way channels
[21].
In the research work of [22], a tutorial is presented on the security improvement techniques at the physical layer in wireless networks. Depending
on their characteristic features, these are classified into further subclasses as
shown in Figure 7. Two metrics considered for the security analysis include
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secret channel capacities and computational complexities in comprehensive
key search.
Built in physical layer security is nothing but the capacity of the transmission channel. It is called secret channel capacity. It is defined as information
theoretic secrecy because the eavesdropper’s received signal does not give
any information about the original transmitted signal. It just keeps on
purely guessing. Information theoretic secrecy is in fact equivalent to perfect
secrecy. In the research work of Rohokale et al. [23], cooperative jamming
technique is used to confound the eavesdropper and relay is cooperatively
sending jamming signals towards the eavesdropper to confuse about the actual transmitted signal. Here, the secrecy capacity observed is almost equal
to the perfect secrecy.
Traditional application layer cryptographic mechanisms cannot go beyond detection of signal corruption to determine the eavesdroppers. For the
detection of malicious behaviour by the compromised relay node in the cooperative communication, Mao and Wu [24] proposed a cross-layer technique
which makes use of adaptive signal detection at the physical layer with the
statistical signal detection scheme making use of pseudorandom tracing symbols at the application layer. In [25], two different cooperative techniques are
introduced viz. cooperative relaying and cooperative jamming for gaining the
security. Power allocation of relay with cooperative relaying and jamming is
studied for the achievement of optimum secrecy rate with the available source
transmit power. Secrecy capacities of cooperative relaying and cooperative
jamming techniques are compared with and without eavesdropper’s channel
state information.
Imperfect channel condition is the challenging issue for consideration
of physical layer security in wireless communications. Cooperative decode
and forward approach is considered to combat channel fading and achieve
security in the information transmission in [26]. For the assumption of the
presence of one eavesdropper, optimal solution is achieved with the help
of iterative solution for transmit power minimization consideration. For the
assumption of multiple eavesdroppers, due to the problem of secrecy capacity maximization with transmit power minimization, suboptimal solution is
proposed by considering the restriction of complete nulling of signals at all
the eavesdroppers.
Synergy MAC protocol for now a days Wi-Fi security framework is
nothing but the extension of cooperative communication protocol at physical
layer to the MAC sublayer. It results into the advantage of spatial diversity
with increased transmission rates. For security adjustment in the cooperative
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scenario, two new security schemes are proposed for 802.11i viz. WPA and
WPA2. Various security algorithms such as WEP, WPA and WPA2 are appropriately analyzed in [27] to function with Synergy MAC. The speciality
of Synergy MAC is that it has multi-rate capability for packet transmission.
For establishing secure connection in between source and cell edge
destination users in the presence of an eavesdropper, relay placement is observed to be more advantageous. Also when path loss is more severe, relay
transmission is found to be beneficial. In the randomize-and-forward (RF)
relaying mechanism, different randomization is introduced in each hop which
is proved to be better physical layer security solution as compared to the
traditional decode-and-forward (DF) relay technique [28]. For achievement
of physical layer security, two cooperative relaying schemes are analyzed
in [29], namely Decode-and-forward (DF) and Cooperative Jamming (CJ).
For cell edge users, relays in between decode the received signal and again
encoded and weighted signal is transmitted to the receiver. While the source
is transmitting the weighted information signal to the receiver, some of the
cooperating relay nodes are transmitting weighted noise signal to misperceive
the eavesdropper. Two objectives are taken into consideration viz. maximization of the achievable secrecy rate and minimizations of total transmit
power.
Due to open nature of multi-hop cooperative communication networks,
they are inherently prone to the security threats such as impersonation attacks and message integrity at the receiving end. In [30], the authors have put
forth a prevention based technique for secure relay selection for cooperative wireless communication which includes authentication protocol designed
with hash chains and Merkle trees. The proposed security system can enhance the number of messages in the Merkle tree and at the same time it
can appropriately select secure relay nodes for cooperative communication
with significant improvement in the throughput QoS. Throughput attained by
using this technique is observed to be higher than the systems without security
provision.
In [31], secure cooperative transmission technique making use of physical
layer security which considers the presence of passive eavesdroppers. The
channels under consideration are frequency flat and frequency selective channels. By exploiting the local information available at individual nodes, full
diversity and prevention against malicious behaviour is achieved by keeping
intact the transmitter efficiency. The proposed protocol is named as AntiEavesdropping Space Time Network Coding (AE-STNC) which works on
the principle of randomizing the signals being received at the eavesdroppers
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Figure 8 Information theoretically secure cooperative communication link.

with best channel quality so that it becomes difficult for the eavesdropper to
capture the messages under transmission. The AE-SNTC protocol is extended further to design AE-STFNC for the broadcast asynchronous cooperative
communication networks which is also provides the flexible diversity with
security.
Due to highly mobile nature of the mobile adhoc networks, they suffer
from imperfect channel conditions and frequently changing topology. The
important network design parameters such as security and throughput are
simultaneously analyzed in [32] for mobile adhoc networks. The authors have
projected a topology control mechanism with authentication for throughput
enhancement by combining higher layer security techniques with physical
layer security techniques for CWC. The proposed system combines the authentication protocol technique from the upper layers in the protocol stack
and transmission methodology from the physical layer to improve the overall
cooperative system’s throughput.

4 Proposed Secured Cooperative Scheme
Information theoretic source and channel coding techniques can be used
with appropriate modulation techniques to achieve perfect secrecy capacities
for the CWC. Today green energy is the buzz word and to achieve energy
efficiency, we have to think about cost effective security measures. Data compression techniques under source coding mechanism provide high data rates
ensuring less energy requirement. For achieving reliability of communication, channel coding methods are extremely useful. Physical layer security
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Figure 9 Different data compression and coding techniques.

Figure 10 Channel coding mechanisms.

making use of information theoretic techniques ensures security with minimal
resource consumption. The proposed mechanism is depicted in Figure 8.
Generally, source coding is done for data compression and channel coding is performed for error detection and correction. For data compression,
shortest average description length of a random variable is used. Variable
length coding is applied for data compression in which short descriptions are
allocated for most frequent outcomes and comparatively longer descriptions
are assigned for less frequent outcomes. Data compression and coding techniques include entropy coding, source coding and hybrid coding as shown
in Figure 9. It contains different subtypes of these main encoding techniques
[33].
In order to achieve reliability of communication in terms of low bit error
rate, error control coding or channel coding is the essential technique to detect
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Figure 11 Classification of modulation techniques.

and correct the errors introduced in the channel due to noise [34]. Basic idea
behind error correcting codes is nothing but addition of certain amount of
redundancy to the message prior to transmission in a known manner. Various
channel coding mechanisms are shown in Figure 10.
For conveying a message signal over long distance communication links,
some parameters of a low frequency periodic waveform are varied according
to high frequency carrier signal attributes [35], which is nothing but modulation. Each of the subclasses of analog modulation technique demand different
bandwidth and power for their operation. Analog modulation technique has
the disadvantage of more hardware and bandwidth requirement. Once, the
noise gets added in the channel, it is carried out as it is till the receiving
end since there is no any provision of error control coding for the analog
modulation.
Digital modulation has advantages over analog modulation in terms of
less hardware requirement, less interference, provision of the error control
coding methods and less bandwidth demand. Different modulation techniques are illustrated in Figure 11. Design of a communication system is
dependent on the application for which it is to be used. Two major criteria
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for choosing modulation technique are noise and bandwidth efficiency. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDMA) is a good combination
of modulation and multiplexing techniques wherein, available spectrum is
divided into multiple carriers and each one of them is modulated at a low
data rate. Each of these carriers are closely spaced and orthogonal to each
other. Hence, OFDMA systems are immune to noise.
Trellis coded modulation (TCM) is a mechanism which combines coding
and modulation in a one function. TCM makes use of various concepts of signal processing. Convolutional coding and PSK or QAM modulation schemes
are combined in TCM. Ungerboeck’s set portioning rules are used for portioning the PSK or QAM sets. TCM is proved to be a bandwidth efficient
technique. It promotes highly efficient transmission of information over band
limited channels such as telephone lines. It provides almost approximately
40% more spectral efficiency as compared to the popular Reed Solomon
channel coding technique [36]. There are various fading channel model assumptions are available in digital communication system design including
Nakagami fading, Log-normal shadow fading, Rayleigh fading, Ricean fading and Weibull fading channels. Mainly two channel assumptions are made
while designing a communication system viz. Rayleigh and Ricean Fading
channels. For line of sight (LOS) scenario, Ricean channel is a good choice
and for long distance or non-line of sight case, Rayleigh fading channel is the
better fading channel assumption.

5 Information Theoretic Security Measures
1. Entropy of the source H (X) – Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty
of a random variable.
H (X) = −

n


p(xi ) log p(xi )

(1)

i=1

2. Entropy at the receiver H (Y ) – average information per character at the
destination.
m

p(yj ) log p(yj )
(2)
H (Y ) = −
j =1
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3. Entropy of the total communication system as a whole H (X, Y ) –
average information per pairs of transmitted and received characters.
H (X, Y ) = −

n 
m


p(xi , yj ) log p(xi , yj )

(3)

i=1 j =1

4. Conditional Entropy H (Y |X) – a specific character xk being transmitted
and one of the permissible yj may be. H (Y |X) gives an indication of
the noise (errors) in the channel.
H (X/Y ) = H (X, Y ) − H (X)

(4)

5. Conditional Entropy H (X/Y ) – a specific character yj being received;
this may be a result of transmission of one of the xk with a given probability (a measure of information about the source, where it is known what
was received). H (X/Y ) gives a measure of equivocation (how well one
can recover the input content from the output).
H (Y /X) = H (X, Y ) − H (Y ).

(5)

The mutual information for main channel is given by
I (X; Y ) = H (X) − H (X/Y ).

(6)

Similarly, mutual information for the Eavesdropper’s channel is given
by
I (X; E) = H (X) − H (X/E)
(7)
6. The maximum amount of mutual information is nothing but the secrecy
capacity for that particular channel.
CSM = max[I (X; Y )]

(8)

For security in cooperative communication, we should be able to prove that
H (E/X) > H (Y /X) > H (R/X) and CSE < CSM < CSR , where CSE is the
Secrecy capacity of the Eavesdropper’s channel, CSM is the Secrecy capacity
of the main or Direct (Main) channel, and CSR is the Secrecy capacity of the
Relay channel.
The maximum amount of eavesdropper’s equivocation (uncertainty of
eavesdropper about the source message) indicates the system security. According to Ciszar and Korner [37], the special case in which the eavesdropper
is less capable, that is
I (X; E) ≤ I (X; Y ).
(9)
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Then the Secrecy capacity of a communication link can be given by
Cs = max[I (X; Y ) − I (X; E)]
Px

(10)

6 Conclusions and Future Scope
This research article puts forth a ready reference for the researchers working
on cooperative wireless communication and physical layer security. Virtual
MIMO or cooperative wireless communication with information theoretic
security aspects can prove a cost effective physical layer security solution
for today’s mobile computing applications. Depending on the application,
source coding, channel coding and modulation techniques can be selected
which can give satisfactory data rates with ensured secure communication.
This work can be extended further for various applications and security measures. Instead of applying channel coding and modulation blocks separately,
one can combine both the techniques with a single Trellis Coded Modulation
(TCM) block for the added advantage of bandwidth efficiency with higher
data rates. Different eavesdropper locations and assumptions may result into
better information theoretic security results. Selective relaying mechanism
can be considered with relay weights and polarizations for getting transmit
power efficiency.
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